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Abstract
A class of moving mesh algorithms based upon a so-called moving mesh partial di0erential equation (MMPDE) is
reviewed. Various forms for the MMPDE are presented for both the simple one- and the higher-dimensional cases.
Additional practical features such as mesh movement on the boundary, selection of the monitor function, and smoothing
of the monitor function are addressed. The overall discretization and solution procedure, including for unstructured meshes,
are brie4y covered. Finally, we discuss some physical applications suitable for MMPDE techniques and some challenges
facing MMPDE methods in the future. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we discuss a class of adaptive mesh algorithms for solving time-dependent partial
di0erential equations (PDEs) whose solutions are characterized largely by varying behavior over a
given physical domain. In particular, we consider a class of moving mesh methods which employ
a moving mesh partial di0erential equation, or MMPDE, to perform mesh adaption in such a way
that the mesh is moved around in an orderly fashion.
The MMPDE is formulated in terms of a coordinate transformation or mapping. For a mapping
method, mesh generation is considered to be mathematically equivalent to determining a coordinate
transformation from the physical domain into a computational domain. More speci:cally, let ⊆R3
be the physical domain on which the physical problem is de:ned, and let c⊆R3 be the compu-
tational domain chosen somewhat arti:cially for the purpose of mesh adaption. Denote coordinates
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in  and c by x = (x1; x2; x3)T and  = (1; 2; 3)T, respectively. The idea behind mapping mesh
methods is to generate meshes on  as images of a reference mesh on c through a one-to-one
coordinate transformation, say x = x() : c → . It is common to de:ne such a mapping through
the so-called variational approach, i.e., to determine the mapping as the minimizer of a functional
involving various properties of the mesh and the physical solution, e.g., see [33,40] and references
therein. Mapping methods have traditionally been used for the generation of structured meshes, but
more recently Cao et al. [13] have demonstrated how a mapping method can naturally be used for
unstructured mesh generation and adaption as well.
A variety of variational methods have been developed in the past [33,40], some of the most
successful being those in [41,6,22]. The mesh generation system used in [41] consists of two variable
coeHcient di0usion equations (the Euler–Lagrange equations for a simple functional, as we discuss
below). Winslow’s method is generalized in [6] by including mesh properties such as concentration,
smoothness, and orthogonality into the mesh adaption functional. The method is extended further by
Brackbill [5], who includes directional control. The method introduced in [22] de:nes the coordinate
transformation as a harmonic mapping which is the extremal of a so-called action functional or energy
integral. Closely related methods de:ne the coordinate transformation in terms of an elliptic system,
e.g., the Euler–Lagrange equations for the variational form. Indeed, the mesh generation method
proposed in [39], which consists of solving two Poisson equations with control source terms, can
be regarded as being of this form. As well, the Soviet literature is also replete with papers on
adaptive methods for generating the mesh through a coordinate transformation, e.g. see the work in
[24,42,34].
It is interesting to note that in order to avoid potential mesh crossings or foldings most of the
mesh adaption functionals are formulated in terms of the inverse mapping  = (x) instead of
x = x() (e.g., see the discussion in [22]). A mesh partial di0erential equation is then obtained
for  as the Euler–Lagrange equation for the functional. Often this is then transformed into an
equation for x() by interchanging the roles of dependent and independent variables. The mesh is
:nally obtained by numerically solving this MPDE on a given computational mesh. It is necessary
to interpret the physical PDE and MMPDE in both the physical and computational variables, and
moreover, to do so in such a way that key properties of the transformed PDEs such as conservation
are properly treated. In Section 2 we present the relevant transformation relations between the two
sets of variables.
In Section 3 we present the basic MMPDEs. In the 1D (one space dimensional) case, a suHcient
variety of them has been introduced within our general framework so as to incorporate virtually
all the 1D moving mesh methods which have been used heretofore [27,28]. In higher dimensions,
we use a gradient 4ow equation which arises from the variational form. A distinguishing feature of
the MMPDE approach from any other moving mesh approaches is that it uses a parabolic PDE for
mesh movement. In addition to the basic formulation, we discuss the issue of how to deal with the
boundary and how to choose the monitor function for solution adaptivity.
In Section 4, the crucial issues of how to discretize the PDEs and solve the coupled system
for the coordinate transformation and physical solution are discussed. The way in which this is
extended to the unstructured mesh case is treated in Section 5. Numerical application areas which
illustrate the general usefulness of the MMPDE approach are discussed in Section 6. Lastly, in
Section 7 we give some conclusions and mention some outstanding issues requiring further investi-
gation.
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2. Transformation relations
Transformation relations play an essential role for the MMPDE mesh method and for other methods
based on coordinate transformations. They constitute the necessary tools in use for transforming
physical PDEs between physical and computational domains and formulating mesh equations. Here
we derive the relations needed in this paper and refer the interested reader to [40] for a more
complete list of transformation relations and their derivations.
Consider a time-dependent (invertible) coordinate transformation x= x(; t) : c →  and denote
its inverse by = (x; t). The covariant and contravariant base vectors are de:ned by
ai =
@x
@i
; ai =i; i = 1; 2; 3; (1)
where  is the gradient operator with respect to x. The Jacobian matrix J of the coordinate trans-
formation and its inverse J˜ can then be expressed as
J ≡ @(x
1; x2; x3)
@(1; 2; 3)
= [a1; a2; a3]; J˜ ≡ @(
1; 2; 3)
@(x1; x2; x3)
=

 (a
1)T
(a2)T
(a3)T

 : (2)
Noticing that
J−1 =
1
J
[cofactor(J)]T =
1
J
[a2 × a3; a3 × a1; a1 × a2]T; (3)
where J = det(J) = a1 · (a2 × a3) is the Jacobian (determinant), the chain rule JJ˜ = I leads to the
relations
ai =
1
J
aj × ak ; ai = Jaj × ak ; aial = li ; (i; j; k) cyclic; (4)
where li is the Kronecker delta function.
It is easy to verify that
∑
i
@
@i
(Jai) = 0: (5)
This identity is important because it must be used when interchanging the conservative and non-
conservative forms of many formulas.
For an arbitrary function u= u(x; t), we denote its counterpart in the new coordinate set (; t) by
uˆ, i.e., uˆ= u(x(; t); t). Then, the gradient operator takes the forms in 
 =
∑
i
ai
@
@i
(non-conservative form);
=
1
J
∑
i
@
@i
Jai (conservative form); (6)
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which follow from
u=
[
@u
@(x1; x2; x3)
]T
=
[
@uˆ
@(1; 2; 3)
· @(
1; 2; 3)
@(x1; x2; x3)
]T
=
[
@(1; 2; 3)
@(x1; x2; x3)
]T
·
[
@uˆ
@(1; 2; 3)
]T
=
∑
i
ai
@uˆ
@i
and from identity (5).
The identity
Jt = J · xt (7)
follows from the fact that
Jt =
∑
i
@ai
@t
· (aj × ak) (i; j; k) cyclic
= J
∑
i
ai · @ai
@t
= J
∑
i
ai · @xt
@i
:
Eq. (7) is frequently referred to [38] as the geometric conservation law (GCL). It relates the change
rate of the volume of a cell to its surface movement.
Di0erentiating uˆ(; t) = u(x(; t); t) with respect to t while :xing  and using (7) gives
ut = uˆ t −u · xt (non-conservative form);
Jut = (J uˆ)t − J · (uxt) (conservative form):
(8)
Thus far, the transformation relations have been given in three dimensions. The corresponding
two-dimensional forms can be obtained from these formulas by simply setting the third base vectors
to be the unit vector, a3 = a3 = (0; 0; 1)T, and dropping the third component from the :nal results.
For instance, if we denote the two-dimensional physical and computational coordinates by x=(x; y)T
and = (; )T, and the base vectors by
a1 =
[
x
y
]
; a2 =
[
x
y
]
; a1 =
[
x
y
]
; a2 =
[
x
y
]
; (9)
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we have
J = det


x x 0
y y 0
∗ ∗ 1

= xy − xy (10)
and
a1 =
1
J
a2 × a3
=
1
J
(xi + y j + ∗k)× k
=
1
J
(−x j + yi + 0k)
=
1
J
[
y
−x
]
: (11)
Similarly, we have
a2 =
1
J
[−y
x
]
: (12)
We conclude this section with an illustration of how the above relations are used in practice.
Consider a di0usion–convection equation in the conservative form
ut + · f = · (au); in ; (13)
where f = f (u; x; t) and a = a(x; t)¿¿ 0 are given functions. We want to transform it from the
physical domain to the computational domain.
Upon replacing the inner and outer gradient operators by the non-conservative and conservative
forms, respectively, the di0usion term has the conservative form
 · (au) = 1
J
∑
i; j
@
@j
(
aJai · aj @uˆ
@i
)
: (14)
Expanding the outer di0erentiation, using (5) and noticing that 2i =
∑
j a
j · @ai=@j, we obtain
 · (au) =
∑
i; j
(ai · aj) @
@j
(
a
@uˆ
@i
)
+ a
∑
i
(2i) @uˆ
@i
: (15)
To :nd the expressions for 2i; i = 1; 2; 3, we consider (15) with a = 1 and x replacing u. This
results in
0 =
∑
i; j
(ai · aj) @
2x
@i@j
+
∑
i
(2i)ai : (16)
Taking the inner product of the above equation with al and using ai · al = li leads to
2l =−
∑
i; j
(ai · aj)
(
al · @
2x
@i@j
)
: (17)
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The convection term is transformed into
 · f = 1
J
∑
i
@
@i
(Jai · fˆ ) =
∑
i
ai · @fˆ
@i
: (18)
Substituting (8), (14), (15), and (18) into (13), we obtain the transformed equation in the conser-
vative form
(J uˆ)t +
∑
i
@
@i
[Jai · ( fˆ − uˆxt)] =
∑
i; j
@
@j
(
aJai · aj @uˆ
@i
)
(19)
or in nonconservative form
uˆ t +
∑
i
ai ·
(
@fˆ
@i
− @uˆ
@i
xt
)
=
∑
i; j
(ai · aj) @
@j
(
a
@uˆ
@i
)
+ a
∑
i
(2i) @uˆ
@i
: (20)
Note that we have derived (20) from a conservative equation and kept the convective 4ux f in the
divergence form (@fˆ )=(@i). For this reason, Hindman [25] calls (20) the chain rule conservative
law form (CRCLF). He also shows that (20) is able to catch shock waves.
3. Formulation of MMPDEs
For a moving mesh method, the mesh points move continuously in the space–time domain and
concentrate in regions where the physical solution varies signi:cantly. An explicit rule, called a
moving mesh equation, is designed to move the mesh around. It is often very diHcult to formulate
a moving mesh strategy which can eHciently perform the mesh adaption while moving the mesh
in an orderly fashion. In principle, the mesh equation should be designed based directly on some
type of error estimates, but unfortunately, such methods often result in singular meshes due to points
crossing and tangling.
We consider in this section, the MMPDE approach for formulating mesh equations. The basic
strategy is to de:ne the mesh equation as a time-dependent PDE based on the equidistribution
principle or its higher-dimensional generalization. Although in the higher-dimensional case, it is
usually unclear whether or not this generalization relates directly to any type of error estimates, it
has proven to perform mesh adaption well and generate nondegenerate meshes.
3.1. 1D MMPDEs
MMPDEs are :rst introduced in [27,28] as time regularizations [2] of the di0erential form of the
(steady-state) equidistribution principle [19]. If g=g(x)¿ 0 is the one-dimensional monitor function
which controls the mesh point distribution (see below for more discussion on monitor functions),
then the di0erential form of the equidistribution principle can be written in terms of the inverse
mapping = (x) as
d
dx
(
1
g
d
dx
)
= 0: (21)
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(For simplicity, we assume here that both the physical and computational domains are the unit
interval (0,1).) The mesh equation for the mapping x = x() can be obtained by interchanging the
roles of dependent and independent variables in (21), namely,
d
d
(
g
dx
d
)
= 0: (22)
The MMPDEs are de:ned by adding a time derivative (or time regularization) to (22). Three popular
choices are the MMPDEs
MMPDE4:
@
@
(
g
@xt
@
)
=−1

@
@
(
g
@x
@
)
; (23)
MMPDE5: xt =
1

@
@
(
g
@x
@
)
; (24)
MMPDE6:
@2xt
@2
=−1

@
@
(
g
@x
@
)
; (25)
where ¿ 0 is a parameter used for adjusting the time scale of the mesh movement. These MMPDEs
are analyzed numerically and theoretically in [27,28]. Their smoothed versions are discussed in [29].
The equidistribution relation (21) can also be interpreted as the Euler–Lagrange equation for the
functional
I [] =
1
2
∫ 1
0
1
g
(
d
dx
)2
dx; (26)
and MMPDEs can be derived using this alternative form. For example, we can de:ne an MMPDE
as a modi:ed gradient 4ow equation for the functional I [], i.e.,
@
@t
=
1
g
@
@x
(
1
g
@
@x
)
: (27)
Switching the roles of dependent and independent variables, (27) becomes
xt =
1
g3x2
@
@
(
g
@x
@
)
; (28)
which is basically MMPDE5 with a spatially varying time scaling parameter g3x2.
3.2. Higher-dimensional MMPDEs
The strategy for formulating (27) is used in [30,31] for developing higher-dimensional MMPDEs.
Given a functional I [] which involves various properties of the mesh and the physical solution, the
MMPDE is introduced as the (modi:ed) gradient 4ow equation
@i
@t
=−Pi

I
i
; i = 1; 2; 3; (29)
where ¿ 0 is again a user-de:ned parameter used for adjusting the time scale of mesh movement
and Pi; i = 1; 2; 3 are di0erential operators with positive spectra in a suitable function space.
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In one dimension, functional (26) corresponds exactly to the equidistribution principle. In higher
dimensions, the situation is more complicated, as there does not generally exist a choice for I []
leading to an equivalent equidistribution [32]. Nevertheless, in [30,31] the generalization of (26),
I [] =
1
2
∫

∑
i
(i)TG−1i i dx; (30)
is used where the monitor functions Gi; i = 1; 2; 3, are symmetric positive-de:nite matrices which
interconnect the mesh and the physical solution. Form (30) includes several common mesh adaption
functionals as examples. Indeed, with
G1 = G2 = G3 = wI; (31)
where w is the weight function, (30) leads to the functional corresponding to Winslow’s mesh
adaption method [41], while the choice
G1 = G2 = G3 =
1√
det(G)
G (32)
gives the method based on harmonic maps [22]. Winslow’s method is generalized in [6] to include
terms for further mesh smoothness and orthogonality control. This has become one of the most
popular methods used for steady-state mesh adaption.
Combining (29) with (30) and taking Pi = 1= d
√
gi, where gi = det(Gi) and d is the dimension of
the spatial domain, we get
@i
@t
=
1
 d
√
gi
 · (G−1i i); i = 1; 2; 3: (33)
Once the monitor function is calculated, (33) can be solved numerically for the mapping =(x; t),
and the physical mesh at the new time level is then obtained by interpolation.
It can be more convenient to work directly with the mapping x = x(; t) since it de:nes mesh
point locations explicitly. The moving mesh equation for this mapping is obtained by interchanging
the roles of dependent and independent variables in (33). Using (6) and
xt =−@x@t =−
∑
i
aiit ; (34)
we can rewrite (33) as
xt =− 1J
∑
i; j
aj
d
√
gj
@
@i
[(ai)TG−1j a
j]: (35)
A fully non-conservative form can sometimes be simpler and easier to solve numerically. Upon
expanding the di0erentiation, (35) becomes
xt =
1

∑
i; j
Ai; j
@2x
@i@j
+
∑
i
Bi
@x
@i
; (36)
where the coeHcient matrices Ai; j and Bi are functions of Gi and the transformation metrics. The
expressions for the coeHcients are somewhat complicated — see [30] for the two-dimensional case.
For Winslow’s monitor function where G1 = G2 = G3 = wI , (36) takes the much simpler form
xt =
1
w3
∑
i; j
(ai · a j) @
@j
(
w
@x
@i
)
: (37)
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The one-dimensional forms of MMPDE4 and MMPDE6 can be generalized straightforwardly for
this case to
MMPDE4:
∑
i; j
(ai · a j) @
@j
(
w
@xt
@i
)
=−1

∑
i; j
(ai · a j) @
@j
(
w
@x
@i
)
; (38)
MMPDE6:
∑
i; j
(ai · a j) @
@j
(
@xt
@i
)
=−1

∑
i; j
(ai · a j) @
@j
(
w
@x
@i
)
: (39)
3.3. Boundary treatment
To completely specify the coordinate transformation, the above MMPDEs must be supplemented
with suitable boundary conditions. The simplest conditions are of Dirichlet type, with which the
boundary points are :xed or their movement is prescribed. However, it is more desirable in general
to move the boundary points to adapt to the physical solution. We have used two types of moving
boundary conditions. One is to use orthogonality conditions which require that one set of the coordi-
nate lines be perpendicular to the boundary. This results in mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions. The other, proposed in [30], is to determine the boundary point distribution by using
a lower-dimensional MMPDE. Since this method works better in general than using orthogonality
conditions, we give it a more detailed description in the following.
Consider the two-dimensional case. For a given boundary segment  of @, let c be the corre-
sponding boundary segment of @c. Denoting by s the arc-length from a point on  to one of its
end points and by ! the corresponding arc-length from a point on c to one of its end points, we
can identify  with I = (0; ‘) and c with Ic = (0; ‘c). Then the arc-length coordinate s = s(!; t) is
de:ned as the solution of the one-dimensional MMPDE

@s
@t
=
1
M 3(@s=@!)2
@
@!
(
M
@s
@!
)
; ! ∈ (0; ‘c);
s(0) = 0; s(‘c) = ‘;
(40)
where M , considered as a function of s and t, is the one-dimensional monitor function. In practice, M
can be de:ned as the projection of the two-dimensional monitor function G along the boundary, so
if t is the unit tangent vector along the boundary then M (s; t)= tTGt. Having obtained the arc-length
coordinates for the boundary points, the corresponding physical coordinates are then obtained through
interpolation along the boundary.
3.4. Monitor functions
The key to the success of the MMPDE approach to mesh movement (and indeed to other mesh
adaption methods based on mappings) is to de:ne an appropriate monitor function.
This has been well-studied in one dimension. The common choice is the arc-length monitor
function
g=
√
1 + u2x ; (41)
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where u is the adaption function. Blom and Verwer [3] give an extensive comparative study of
the arc-length and curvature monitor functions. Monitor functions can also be constructed based on
interpolation errors, e.g., see [16,18].
In higher dimensions, the issue becomes more diHcult due to the lack of (known) direct links
between functional (30) and any type of error estimates. In [13], the e0ect of the monitor function
on the resulting mesh is analyzed qualitatively and a few guidelines for selecting monitor functions
given. One special case is when G1 = G2 = G3 ≡ G. Since G is symmetric and positive-de:nite, it
can be decomposed into
G =
∑
i
$iCi ; (42)
where ($i; Ci); i=1; 2; 3 are (normalized) eigenpairs of G. Compression and=or expansion of coordi-
nate lines can be shown to occur along direction Ci when the corresponding eigenvalue $i changes
signi:cantly in this direction. This result requires slight modi:cation when there exist repeated
eigenvalues, since eigendecomposition (42) is not unique. For the case with the triple eigenvalue
$1 = $2 = $3 = $, any three normalized orthogonal vectors will form an eigendecomposition. It is not
diHcult to see that in general, the coordinate line compression and=or expansion will occur mainly
in one direction, the gradient direction of $ or the fastest ascent=descent direction. In the case where
there is one simple eigenvalue (say $1) and a double eigenvalue, the mesh adaption can occur in two
directions. One is along C1 when $1 varies and the other is the projection of the fastest ascent=descent
direction of $2 = $3 on the orthogonal complementary subspace of C1.
Based on a qualitative analysis, Cao et al. [13] suggest that for performing mesh adaption in the
gradient direction of the physical solution u = u(x; t), a class of monitor functions be constructed
through (42) by taking
C1 =u=‖u‖2; C2⊥C1; C3⊥C1; C3⊥C2;
$1 =
√
1 + ‖‖2; $2 and $3 are functions of $1:
(43)
For instance, the choice $2=$3=$1 leads to Winslow’s monitor function (31) with w=
√
1 + ‖u‖2
while the choice $2 = $3 = 1=$1 results in (32) which corresponds to the harmonic map method.
Interestingly, the intermediate choice $2 = $3 = 1 gives the generalization of the one-dimensional
arc-length monitor function,
G = [I + (u)(u)T]1=2: (44)
As previously mentioned, additional terms can be combined into the monitor functions for mesh
orthogonality and directional control, e.g., see [5,30,31]. However, in this case, the monitor functions
Gi; i = 1; 2; 3 become more complicated and cannot be expressed as scalar matrices.
Monitor functions can also be constructed based on a posteriori error estimates and interpolation
errors. Several such techniques are illustrated and compared numerically in [14,15]. It is shown that
the monitor function based on interpolation errors can be advantageous since it is easier to compute
and more precisely locates regions needing higher resolution.
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In practice, the monitor function is generally smoothed before its use for the numerical solution
of the MMPDEs. This is because usually the computed monitor function is changing rapidly. A
smoother monitor function leads to an MMPDE which is easier to solve and has a smoother mesh
solution [21,29]. Monitor functions can be smoothed in many ways, e.g., see [21,29,32]. Several
cycles of low-pass :ltering often suHce. The following method usually works well: For an arbitrary
mesh point xp in , let p be the corresponding mesh point in c. Then de:ne
G˜i(xp) =
∫
C(p)
Gi(x()) d∫
C(p)
d
; (45)
where C(p)⊂c is a cell containing the point p. In practice, C(p) is normally chosen as the union
of neighboring grid cells having p as one of their vertices. The integrals in (45) are evaluated by
suitable quadrature formulas.
4. Discretization and solution procedures
With the moving mesh method, one must solve a coupled system consisting of physical and mesh
PDEs instead of just the physical PDEs. Generally speaking, these PDEs can be solved simultaneously
or alternately for the physical solution and the mesh. Simultaneous computation has commonly been
used in the method of lines approach for 1D moving mesh methods (as in [28]). However, it is less
straightforward in higher dimensions, where the system consisting of the physical and mesh PDEs
becomes very nonlinear and its size substantially larger. The alternate solution procedure is used
successfully in [12,30,31] for a variety of applications.
Once a computational mesh is given, in principle almost any spatial discretization method and
time integrator can be used to solve the MMPDEs. But it is worth pointing out that very accurate
time integration and spatial discretization may not be necessary. In our computations, we have used
a nine-point :nite-di0erence method (in two dimensions) or a linear :nite element method in space
and the backward Euler integrator in time, and have had general success in obtaining stable and
suHciently accurate meshes (see [15,31]).
The physical PDEs can be discretized in either the physical or computational domain. If this is
done in the computational domain, the physical PDEs are :rst transformed into the computational
coordinates as illustrated in Section 2. The main advantage of this approach is that one may use
rectangular meshes in c and standard :nite di0erences. But when discretizations in the physical
domain are desired or unstructured meshes are used (see next section for unstructured mesh move-
ment), :nite volume and :nite element methods will generally be more appropriate. In this case of
course, the physical PDEs need not be transformed into computational coordinates.
5. Unstructured mesh movement
We have seen in the previous sections that the MMPDEs are formulated in terms of the coordinate
transformation x= x(; t). Thus, in order to obtain meshes in  using MMPDEs, the computational
domain and a computational mesh must be de:ned initially.
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Traditionally, coordinate transformation mesh methods have been used for generation of structured
grids. It is a common practice to choose c to be a simple geometry, typically a square in two
dimensions, and to choose the computational mesh hc to be an orthogonal mesh. Adaptive meshes
on  are then determined by solving an MMPDE on hc . Of course, this structured mesh approach
is too restrictive and cannot be used for very complicated domains, although the limitation can
sometimes be dealt with by a multi-block approach [11].
A simple alternative approach is used in [12] for unstructured mesh movement with MMPDEs.
Initially, a physical mesh ˜
h
is generated, as is typical in :nite element computations. This is
usually done using one of the various mesh generators such as a Delaunay triangulation adjusted to
the geometry of the physical domain. Given this geometry-oriented mesh for , we can consider
next the de:nition of c and a computational mesh hc . Although the choice of c can be fairly
arbitrary, it is recommended in [12] that c be generally chosen to be convex and to have the
same number of boundary segments as  in order to avoid generating degenerate elements in the
computational mesh. Having de:ned c, a computational mesh hc can be obtained by numerically
solving the boundary value problem
2= 0 in ;
(x) = &(x); on @:
(46)
Given hc , an adaptive initial mesh on  can be obtained by solving a steady-state mesh equation
like (37) without the mesh speed term and then moved in time by solving an MMPDE on c.
This simple approach has been shown to work successfully in [12]. The resulting r-:nite-element
method is also studied in [14,15], with monitor functions being constructed using various error
indicators based on solution gradients, a posteriori error estimates, and interpolation errors.
6. Some applications
Moving mesh methods have proved to be quite successful for solving 1D problems. One class of
problems have been particularly amenable to solution by moving mesh techniques. These are PDEs
exhibiting scaling invariance, which under suitable conditions admit self-similar solutions. Examples
include: a porous medium equation (PME) [9]
ut = (uux)x; (47)
where u¿0 taking u(x; t) = 0 if |x| is suHciently large; a reaction di0usion PDE with blowup [10]
ut = uxx + f(u); u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 0; u(0; x) = u0(x) (48)
where f(u) = up or f(u) = eu; and a radially symmetric nonlinear SchrRodinger equation (NLS)
exhibiting blowup [8]
i
@u
@t
+Su+ |u|2u= 0; t ¿ 0 (49)
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x ∈ Rd (50)
with dimension d¿ 2.
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The basic idea of the moving mesh approach for these problems is that one chooses a MMPDE
that exhibits the same scaling invariance as the physical PDE. This is often straightforward to
determine, e.g., equations like the above. The consequences are that these physical PDEs often admit
self-similar solutions. In a general sense, a self-similar solution of the physical PDE remains attracting
for the coupled system and for basically the same reasons [10], and the coordinate transformation
inherits a natural spatial scaling showing the structure of the solution at the singularity. This is
an ideal illustration of a situation where formal asymptotic methods and numerical methods (the
moving mesh methods) work hand-in-hand to reveal the structure of self-similar solutions. Indeed,
the :ne resolution resulting from the numerics can even be used to predict approximately self-similar
solutions (caused by boundary condition e0ects), and their existence can then be veri:ed through
formal arguments [7,10]. It can be important to use methods that are conservative. In particular, not
all of these schemes conserve the mass of the solution, and the ones that do not can fail to admit
the right similarity solutions. The momentum (and center of mass) of the solution can also have
useful quantities to be preserved.
A central question is whether or not the self-similar solutions for the discrete schemes inherit
stability properties of the continuous system like global attractivity. Frequently such solutions can
be shown to be globally attractive for the continuous problem, with the proof breaking down for the
discrete case.
There has recently been e0ort to generalize these results in terms of invariant spaces generated
by moving mesh operators [23] applied to quasi-linear PDEs with polynomial nonlinearities. One
general approach is to interpret the moving mesh methods in terms of dynamical systems based upon
Lie Groups. The operators admit :nite-dimensional subspaces or sets which are invariant under the
corresponding nonlinear PDE operators. This situation arises in a variety of important areas such as
reaction di0usion theory, combustion :ltration, 4ame propagation, and water wave theory.
An important computational challenge will be to extend the success of moving mesh methods for
these problems from 1D to higher dimensions. The choice of the MMPDE and monitor function
is no longer so straightforward, partly because one is no longer using equidistribution [32], and
application of the methods has been much more limited in this case.
There has been demonstrated success of our MMPDE approach to solve challenging higher-
dimensional PDEs of a general nature. Notably, the 2D :nite element code described in [12] is used to
solve various problems: a wave equation, a convection di0usion problem for Burgers equation, a com-
bustion problem, a porous medium, and a problem in 4uid dynamics (involving 4ow past a cylinder).
There are also e0orts underway to solve other classes of problems, such as the ones exhibiting various
types of singularity (including blowup), those from incompressible 4uid dynamics (various Navier–
Stokes problems), and from inviscid 4ow dynamics (airfoil analysis and wing design). Of longer
term concern are multiphase problems, material manufacturing, and groundwater 4ow and pollution
modeling. The keen interest of engineers in developing moving mesh methods for problems with
moving boundaries or moving interfaces is one of the motivating factors behind designing higher-
dimensional techniques. In the forefront will be the issue of determining whether interface capturing
or interface tracking is preferable in the moving mesh context. Some preliminary progress on some
problems in cavity 4ow, 4ow past a cylinder, and the Rayleigh–Taylor instability problem has been
made in [26]. Again, other key issues are the choices of an MMPDE and a monitor function, and the
design of the discretization such that underlying conservation laws are maintained by the extended
system.
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7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have given a brief review of the MMPDE approach for solving both 1D and
higher-dimensional time-dependent PDEs. As we have seen, there are a variety of ways to formulate
and discretize the MMPDEs, and it can be crucial to do this in such a way that key properties
are conserved. Software has been written to implement a moving mesh :nite-element method for
both structured and unstructured meshes. Furthermore, some substantial extensions have been made,
for example a general domain implementation which breaks the region into multi-blocks and solves
the MMPDEs over each block separately, using overlapping Schwarz iterations and connecting the
meshes on each block smoothly. While the codes have been successful for solving a reasonably
large class of problems, there are many areas in which substantial improvement can be expected.
Indeed, a careful investigation is lacking for most aspects of the solution techniques for solving
the physical PDE and MMPDE system, beginning with a study of whether to solve these PDEs
simultaneously or alternately (the latter being the current choice). Regardless, better understanding
of the types of MMPDEs, monitor functions, e0ects of discretizations, and solution techniques for
these nonlinear equations are needed. The possibility of using a form of equidistribution e0ectively
in higher dimensions remains attractive (e.g., see [20] for its interesting use along coordinate lines).
Substantial improvements can be expected due to new preconditioners and better numerical integrators
for the MMPDEs (with appropriate time integration step selection, such as investigated in [35] for
PDEs with scaling invariance), as well as more sophisticated multi-level grid adaption strategies
and parallelized algorithms. To obtain more robustness, an h-re:nement feature is being added to
our current unstructured mesh r-method :nite element code. Moreover, our methods are in principle
applicable to 3D problems, and extension to these problems is a goal for the future.
It is worth mentioning that there has been a substantial amount of work by others on moving mesh
methods for solving PDEs. While their approaches bear some things in common with ours, there
are often substantial di0erences. For example, the seminal early work on moving mesh methods by
Miller has led the way to the development of a moving mesh :nite element code [17] which uses
linear elements and solves higher dimensional PDEs. However, the mesh point selection is done by
minimizing a variational form involving both these points and the solution values at these points
simultaneously. A similar idea has been used by Baines [1] for developing the so-called moving
best :t (MBF) method. Another related class of methods based on deformation mappings has been
developed in [4].
Finally, theoretical issues related to adaptivity are extremely challenging. While there has been
recent progress such as the theoretical work by Qiu et al. [36,37] on adaptive meshes for singularly
perturbed problems, much remains to be done even for steady-state problems in analyzing the com-
plicated nonlinear interaction between solutions to such types of problems and the corresponding
adaptive meshes.
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